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Abstract 

Frameworks, techniques, and instrumentalities are given to actualize remote off-stacking. A 
WTRU may send a first Wi-Fi estimation report to a versatile correspondence organize. The 
main Wi-Fi estimation report contains at least one of a character of a Wi-Fi hub, a sign 
quality worth, or a heap status. The WTRU may get a Wi-Fi association direction from the 
portable correspondence organize. The Wi-Fi association direction may incorporate at least 
one of a personality of an up-and-comer AP, security data of the up-and-comer AP, a need 
esteem, a channel esteem, or a defer clock. The WTRU may choose one of the got Wi-Fi 
organize personalities for affiliation and may endeavour to connect with the chose Wi-Fi 
arrange character. The WTRU may further get a solicitation to start pre-confirmation. The 
WTRU may start pre-confirmation with a Wi-Fi hub. The WTRU may send a second Wi-Fi 
estimation report to the versatile correspondence arrange. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the previous couple of decades, there has been an expanding interest for 
information and information conveyance limit of portable systems. With a regularly 
expanding number of cell phones, e.g., cell phones, tablet gadgets, workstations, and so on., 
the complete unearthly limit, e.g., according to Cooper's law, keeps on rising. So as to satisfy 
the expanding need of portable system data transfer capacity, versatile system administrators 
may turn to other radio access advancements. With across the board and financially savvy 
arrangements of access advancements[1]–[4] (e.g., Wi-Fi) accessible, portable system 
administrators may consider approaches to offload versatile information traffic to such 
practical Wi-Fi systems.  

In at least one organizations, a WTRU equipped for interfacing with a cell arrange and a Wi-
Fi system may have authority over Wi-Fi APs that the WTRU may use for affiliation. With 
inadequate data about which AP may encourage Wi-Fi offloading, the WTRU, without 
anyone else's input, may control at least one Wi-Fi activities including, e.g., examining, 
affiliation, and so on. Such WTRU controlled tasks may bring about misuse of WTRUs 
assets[5]–[8]. 

WORKING- 

Frameworks, techniques, and instrumentalities are given to execute remote off-stacking (e.g., 
from portable correspondence organize, for example, a 3GPP-based system, to a Wi-Fi 
arrange). A WTRU (e.g., a WTRU equipped for interfacing with a 3GPP association and a 
Wi-Fi organize) may send a first Wi-Fi estimation report to the portable correspondence 
arrange. The primary Wi-Fi estimation report may incorporate at least one of a personality of 
a Wi-Fi hub (e.g., a Wi-Fi passage (AP)), a sign quality worth, or a heap status. The WTRU 
may get a Wi-Fi association order (e.g., start_Wi-Fi_connection direction) from the portable 
correspondence arrange. The Wi-Fi association direction may incorporate at least one of a 
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personality of an applicant AP, security data of the competitor AP, a need esteem, a channel 
esteem, or a postpone clock (e.g., a clock for deferring the Wi-Fi association system). The 
WTRU may choose one of the got Wi-Fi arrange characters for affiliation. The WTRU may 
endeavour to connect with the chose one of the Wi-Fi arrange characters. The WTRU may 
get a solicitation to start pre-confirmation. For instance, as a component of pre-confirmation, 
a 3GPP system and the WTRU may utilize a conveyor to convey 802.1x/Extensible 
Authentication Protocol (EAP) outlines. The WTRU may start pre-validation with the Wi-Fi 
hub.  

The WTRU may send a second Wi-Fi estimation report to the portable correspondence 
organize. The principal Wi-Fi estimation report or the second Wi-Fi estimation report might 
be sent by means of a RRC message. The second Wi-Fi estimation report might be sent 
occasionally or activated by an occasion (e.g., a Wi-Fi association, a Wi-Fi association 
handover, and so on.). The subsequent estimation report may incorporate a character of the 
chose one of the system personalities as well as a sign of whether relationship with the chose 
one of the Wi-Fi organize characters was effective or ineffective. The WTRU may send the 
primary Wi-Fi estimation report or the second Wi-Fi estimation report by means of a client 
plane. 
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